
Sardis Elementary School 2016-2017 

Site-Base Meeting 5/15/17 
 

Members Present: 
 

Kindergarten- Kim Wallace    Related Arts-Diana Rearick/Blair Austin 

1st grade-  Lee Hutchinson    Teacher Assistants- Jennifer Myers  

2nd grade- Dee Cochran    EC/Support- Meaghan Sherwood 

3rd grade- Andi Matysek    SIT Chair/Curriculum- Kelly Marks 

4th grade- Charlise Huntley    Assistant Principal- Kevin Beals 

5th grade- Angela Gaio    Principal- Theresa Benson 

Parent Representative    Curriculum- Cynthia Efird 

School Counselor- Cindy Vanderlip  Intervention Coordinator- Amy Valvo 
      

This was the last SIT meeting of the 2016-2017 school year. 

Agenda: 

 

1. Professional Development Plans need to be completed by Friday. 

2. EVAAS (teacher evaluation system) roster verification should be submitted. 

3. 2017-2018 Staff Allocations 

 Cuts in funding and decreased enrollment may possibly result in the loss of 

classroom teaching positions and Title 1 tutor positions. The actual number of 

positions to be cut is not definite at this time. 

 The cuts are a result of the state budget, ADM allotments, and Title 1 monies. 

 EC department numbers have not changed; at this time it is presumed that teacher 

and assistant positions for EC will remain unchanged for next year. 

 There has been no definite word about classroom teacher assistant cuts. 

 The Site-based Team had been asked to lead discussions with colleagues as to 

how deficits in teaching positions should be handled to cause the least amount of 

negative impact.  The following ideas were brainstormed and offered: 

 Enable Intervention Teams (IT) to be a “team within a team.”  Teachers 

would handle the IT ideas and meetings. 

 Provide intervention and enrichment time on Fridays. 

 Schedule grades 3-5 computer time in the classroom if a teacher assistant 

position is lost. 

 K-5 could do computers on PE day. 

 Assign assistants to K-1, except literacy in 2nd grade. 

 Teacher Assistant duties would no longer cover recess and clerical duties; 

instead, focus on remediation and tutoring in other grade levels. 

 Specialty area teachers and the AIG teacher could provide tutoring during 

their empty schedule blocks. 

 Utilize the translator from the county or parent’s own translator as needed 

for report card conferences and parent nights.  

 

4. End-of-Year Classroom Management 

 Teachers were asked to share challenges they face this time of the year. 



 The themes that emerged were motivation and behaviors. 

 The team offered suggestions for increasing both motivation and positive 

behaviors. 

 

5. School Compact and Parent Engagement Policy 

 Committee gave approval for both forms to be used next year 

 We will be adding a place for the student’s name on the Parent Engagement 

Policy. 

 

6. Dr. Blair Austin shared Action Research Study Results 

 Very positive results for Makerspaces study done with fifth grade this year. 

 Overall, student growth in creativity was statistically significant (with the 

exception of one outlier),  

 Particularly significant growth was evident in the Hispanic sub-group. 

 Nurturing students towards hands-on learning can aid in showing the diversity of 

ability in our community. 

 3 main themes emerged as positive effects of makerspaces: motivation, 

communication, and engagement. 

 


